Non-viral episomal modification of cells using S/MAR elements.
The early potential of gene therapy is slowly becoming realized following the recent treatment of patients with severe combined immunodeficiency and ocular diseases. However at present the field of gene therapy is tempered by the toxicity issues, mainly that of the integrated retroviral vector used in most trials which led to oncogenesis in several of the treated patients. The development of safer, alternative vectors is therefore vital for further progress in this field, in particular vectors which remain episomal and are therefore less genotoxic. One such unique class of vectors are those based on scaffold matrix attachment regions (S/MARs) elements, which are maintained extra-chromosomally and replicate in vitro and in vivo. The overview here describes the most relevant studies utilizing the S/MAR element to episomally modify mammalian cells and tissues with a particular focus on liver tissue, as well as the brain, the muscle, the eye, cancer cells, embryonic cells and neonatal mice. For this purpose, recently published data in these areas (mainly articles published between 2000 and 2010) are reviewed. The utilisation of vectors harbouring an S/MAR element is an efficient, safe and cost-effective way to episomally modify mammalian cells.